#LDCOP15 transcript

Healthcare Social Media Transcript

From: Wed Jun 17 0:00:00 PDT 2015
To: Thu Jun 18 0:00:00 PDT 2015

What is #LDCOP15? Who were the influencers during this time period? #LDCOP15 analytics

Healthcare Conference - Healthcare Tweet Chats - Healthcare Analytics

kandmldcop - drone filming will be made for today's event #dcop15 & posted at https://t.co/bTFVMDu2Vc soon. http://t.co/60oZ9sAgdN
Wed Jun 17 1:14:31 PDT 2015

traceypockett - Are you well adjusted? What do we know about good acute hospital care for people with learning disabilities - #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 #adjustment

chrishattoncedr - In Chatham today for @kandmldcop event on reasonable adjustments. Me excepted, there are people actually doing good stuff! #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 1:30:26 PDT 2015

gorgematuska - @NHSKentCHFT @CanterburyCCUni @EKHUFTWeCare collaboration for #ldweek15 #ldcop15 getting under way soon #exciting
Wed Jun 17 1:30:46 PDT 2015

fpled_tweets - Jill is at the #ldcop15 in #ldweek. Looking forward to @chrishattoncedr speech.
Wed Jun 17 1:30:47 PDT 2015

gorgematuska - @CathyMBernal opens #ldcop15 for #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 1:36:58 PDT 2015

traceypockett - 3rd annual conference of "community of practice" event. Warm Welcome! Happy LD week 2015 - keep your eyes of the tweets #ldcop15 #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 1:38:07 PDT 2015

vishalicious - RT @TraceyPockett: 3rd annual conference of "community of practice" event. Warm Welcome! Happy LD week 2015 - keep your eyes of the tweets…
Wed Jun 17 1:38:50 PDT 2015
georgematuska  

`#ldcop15` will our `#Hash` tag for sharing our learning throughout the day for `#LDWeek15`
Wed Jun 17 1:40:31 PDT 2015

vishalicious  

`#LDWeek15` `#ldcop15` talk about reasonable adjustments for people with LD by @chrishattoncedr keep you posted!!! [http://t.co/zuYjztTAWI](http://t.co/zuYjztTAWI)
Wed Jun 17 1:43:20 PDT 2015

kandmldcop  

@chrishattoncedr `#ldcop15` _@ihal_talk_ pondering what reasonable adjustments are. `#LDWeek15` [http://t.co/Neash9c7a8](http://t.co/Neash9c7a8)
Wed Jun 17 1:43:31 PDT 2015

traceypockett  

Keynote speaker Prof. Chris Hatton "Are you well adjusted?" `#ldcop15` _@chrishattoncedr_ `#LDWeek15`
Wed Jun 17 1:43:37 PDT 2015

georgematuska  

@chrishattoncedr starts his session on "are you well adjusted?" at `#ldcop15` on `#LDWeek15` [http://t.co/AsYkuZcYeA](http://t.co/AsYkuZcYeA)
Wed Jun 17 1:44:32 PDT 2015

georgematuska  

`#ldcop15` on `#LDWeek15` rooms filling up [http://t.co/LtvHMfP1d0](http://t.co/LtvHMfP1d0)
Wed Jun 17 1:44:32 PDT 2015

traceypockett  

What is a reasonable adjustment and the legal duty by health services and the importance of it being enshrined by law is explained `#ldcop15`
Wed Jun 17 1:47:29 PDT 2015

guilfordheike  

@chrishattoncedr sharing with us reasonable adjustments `#ldcop15` [http://t.co/h95xQkMHbS](http://t.co/h95xQkMHbS)
Wed Jun 17 1:47:43 PDT 2015

vishalicious  

"Reasonable adjustments have to be made in advance", but many services don't understand LD so they don't adjust?! `#frustrating` `#ldcop15`
Wed Jun 17 1:48:07 PDT 2015

traceypockett  

There is strong evidence that hospitals are not routinely meeting the health needs of people with a LD _@ihal_talk_ `#LDWeek15` `#ldcop15`

kandmldcop  

@chrishattoncedr 'routinely hospitals aren't doing what they can to make adjustments for `#pwld` `#ldcop15` `#LDWeek15` [http://t.co/mBKWD4NoW](http://t.co/mBKWD4NoW)
Wed Jun 17 1:50:13 PDT 2015

vishalicious  

"People with LD are invisible in hospitals" `#ldcop15` `#LDWeek15`
Wed Jun 17 1:50:56 PDT 2015

georgematuska  

1(13) HS&DR | NIHR Journals Library [http://t.co/eGNgAQflUK](http://t.co/eGNgAQflUK) is a must read say @chrishattoncedr `#ldcop15` `#LDWeek15`
Wed Jun 17 1:51:11 PDT 2015
dmarsden49  RT @chrishattoncedr: In Chatham today for @kandmldcop event on reasonable adjustments. Me excepted, there are people actually doing good st… Wed Jun 17 1:51:49 PDT 2015

dmarsden49  RT @GeorgeMatuska: 1(13) HS&DR | NIHR Journals Library http://t.co/eGNgAQflUK is a must read say @chrishattoncedr #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 Wed Jun 17 1:51:54 PDT 2015

dmarsden49  RT @Vishalicious: "People with LD are invisible in hospitals" #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 Wed Jun 17 1:51:58 PDT 2015

traceypockett  What will it take for a person with learning disabilities to receive health care in a timely way? Good question #barrier #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 Wed Jun 17 1:52:44 PDT 2015

kandmldcop  RT @Vishalicious: "People with LD are invisible in hospitals" #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 Wed Jun 17 1:52:56 PDT 2015

kandmldcop  RT @TraceyPockett: There is strong evidence that hospitals are not routinely meeting the health needs of people with a LD @ihal_talk #LDWeek15 Wed Jun 17 1:53:11 PDT 2015

kandmldcop  RT @Vishalicious: "Reasonable adjustments have to be made in advance”. but many services don't understand LD so they don't adjust?! #frust… Wed Jun 17 1:53:13 PDT 2015

kandmldcop  RT @GeorgeMatuska: #ldcop15 on #LDWeek15 rooms filling up http://t.co/LtvHMfP1d0 Wed Jun 17 1:53:26 PDT 2015

kandmldcop  RT @TraceyPockett: Keynote speaker Prof. Chris Hatton "Are you well adjusted?“ #ldcop15 @ihal_talk @chrishattoncedr #LDWeek15 Wed Jun 17 1:53:31 PDT 2015

carl_spaul  RT @Vishalicious: "People with LD are invisible in hospitals" #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 Wed Jun 17 1:54:12 PDT 2015

georgematuska  #LDNurses are the main enabler of good care if supported by senior management @chrishattoncedr #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 Wed Jun 17 1:54:31 PDT 2015

carl_spaul  RT @TraceyPockett: There is strong evidence that hospitals are not routinely meeting the health needs of people with a LD @ihal_talk #LDWeek15 Wed Jun 17 1:54:43 PDT 2015

kandmldcop  @chrishattoncedr 'Learning disability nurses are the person centred facilitators of good care in hospitals' #LDWeek15 #ldcop15 Wed Jun 17 1:55:03 PDT 2015
KandMldCop

RT @GeorgeMatuska: #LDNurses are the main enabler of good care if supported by senior management @chrishattoncedr ldcop15 LDWeek15

Georgematuska

RT @Vishalicious: "Reasonable adjustments have to be made in advance". but many services don't understand LD so they don't adjust?! #frust...

Georgematuska

RT @TraceyPockett: There is strong evidence that hospitals are not routinely meeting the health needs of people with a LD @hal_talk LDWee...

Georgematuska

RT @TraceyPockett: What will it take for a person with learning disabilities to receive health care in a timely way? Good question #barrier...
Wed Jun 17 1:56:04 PDT 2015

Georgematuska

RT @KandMldCop: @chrishattoncedr 'Learning disability nurses are the person centred facilitators of good care in hospitals' #LDWeek15 #ldc...
Wed Jun 17 1:56:07 PDT 2015

Vishalicious

"LD nurses can only make adjustments if they are enabled and supported by senior staff in services" #ldcop15 #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 1:57:24 PDT 2015

KandMldCop

#ldcop15 new #saf data shows #ldnurse work in hospitals around the country #LDWeek15 http://t.co/4XFeOP2IPz
Wed Jun 17 1:57:42 PDT 2015

KandMldCop

RT @Vishalicious: "LD nurses can only make adjustments if they are enabled and supported by senior staff in services" #ldcop15 #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 1:58:20 PDT 2015

Martingaughan

RT @KandMldCop: @chrishattoncedr 'Learning disability nurses are the person centred facilitators of good care in hospitals' #LDWeek15 #ldc...
Wed Jun 17 1:58:48 PDT 2015

Vishalicious

"Trusts train staff to work with people with LD" in my opinion learning to use a hoist is not holistic training #ldcop15 #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 1:58:59 PDT 2015

Martingaughan

RT @TraceyPockett: There is strong evidence that hospitals are not routinely meeting the health needs of people with a LD @hal_talk LDWee...
Wed Jun 17 1:59:02 PDT 2015

Martingaughan

RT @Vishalicious: "Reasonable adjustments have to be made in advance". but many services don't understand LD so they don't adjust?! #frust...
Wed Jun 17 1:59:14 PDT 2015

Maggiemac42

RT @Vishalicious: "People with LD are invisible in hospitals" #ldcop15 #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 2:01:06 PDT 2015
I think someone is telling porkies?! #LDWeek15 #ldcop15 http://t.co/VfvK8vojos

When trusts are self reporting they can set their own criteria for compliance which is skewing the findings #ldcop15 #LDWeek15

@chris_hattoncedr #idcop15 outlining @MonitorUpdate #pwld compliance indicators. Where do acute trusts publish their annual reports?

RT @Vishalicious: I think someone is telling porkies?! #LDWeek15 #ldcop15 http://t.co/VfvK8vojos

RT @Vishalicious: When trusts are self reporting they can set their own criteria for compliance which is skewing the findings #ldcop15 #LDWeek15

Whose checking reasonable adjustments are made by hospitals for people with LD? CQC are asking that question. #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 @ihal_talk

Why are reasonable adjustments so patchy? #ldcop15 #ldweek15

RT @TraceyPockett: Whose checking reasonable adjustments are made by hospitals for people with LD? CQC are asking that question. #ldcop15 #ldweek15

"Many efforts at making reasonable adjustments can save the NHS money". So why isn't this happening?! #LDWeek15 #ldcop15

RT @Vishalicious: "Many efforts at making reasonable adjustments can save the NHS money". So why isn't this happening?! #LDWeek15 #ldcop15

are reasonable adjustments to healthcare services patchy? @ihal_talk @chris_hattoncedr good practice needs to be shared & spread #idcop15

#justiceforLB discrimination - unspoken about quite often - we need to challenge this. #LDWeek15 #ldcop15

RT @kandmldcop: @chris_hattoncedr #ldcop15 outlining @MonitorUpdate #pwld compliance indicators. Where do acute trusts publish their annual ...
traceypockett

Reasonably adjusted services should be business as usual. Totally agree. Look at individual @ihal_talk @chrishattoncedr #LDWeek15 #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 2:15:52 PDT 2015

vishalicious

Do healthcare providers need to look to the individual as opposed to their label or diagnosis to identify needs? #ldcop15 #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 2:15:57 PDT 2015

tlc_support_

RT @TraceyPockett: #justiceforLB discrimination - unspoken about quite often - we need to challenge this. #LDWeek15 #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 2:16:32 PDT 2015

traceypockett

RT @Vishalicious: Do healthcare providers need to look to the individual as opposed to their label or diagnosis to identify needs? #ldcop15

traceypockett

RT @chrishattoncedr: In Chatham today for @kandmldcop event on reasonable adjustments. Me excepted, there are people actually doing good st…
Wed Jun 17 2:16:44 PDT 2015

traceypockett

RT @kandmldcop: @chrishattoncedr #ldcop15 outlining @MonitorUpdate #pwld compliance indicators. Where do acute trusts publish their annual …
Wed Jun 17 2:16:57 PDT 2015

traceypockett

RT @Vishalicious: When trusts are self reporting they can set their own criteria for compliance which is skewing the findings #ldcop15 #LDW…
Wed Jun 17 2:17:00 PDT 2015

traceypockett

RT @kandmldcop: @chrishattoncedr 'Learning disability nurses are the person centred facilitators of good care in hospitals' #LDWeek15 #ldc…
Wed Jun 17 2:17:04 PDT 2015

traceypockett

RT @GeorgeMatuska: 1(13) HS&DR | NIHR Journals Library http://t.co/eGNgAQflUK is a must read say @chrishattoncedr #ldcop15 #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 2:17:09 PDT 2015

traceypockett

RT @Vishalicious: "People with LD are invisible in hospitals" #ldcop15 #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 2:17:11 PDT 2015

tlc_support_

RT @TraceyPockett: There is strong evidence that hospitals are not routinely meeting the health needs of people with a LD @ihal_talk #LDWee…
Wed Jun 17 2:17:12 PDT 2015

traceypockett

RT @Vishalicious: "Reasonable adjustments have to be made in advance". but many services don't understand LD so they don't adjust?! #frust…
Wed Jun 17 2:17:15 PDT 2015

traceypockett

RT @GuilfordHeike: @chrishattoncedr sharing with us reasonable adjustments #ldcop15 http://t.co/h95xQkMHBS
Wed Jun 17 2:17:19 PDT 2015
traceypockett
RT @GeorgeMatuska: @chrishattoncedr starts his session on "are you well adjusted?" at #ldcop15 on #LDWeek15 http://t.co/AsYkuZcYeA
Wed Jun 17 2:17:23 PDT 2015

traceypockett
RT @FPLD_Tweets: Jill is at the #ldcop15 in #ldweek. Looking forward to @chrishattoncedr speech.
Wed Jun 17 2:17:31 PDT 2015

dmarsden49
@TraceyPockett how do we challenge this assumption in a way that retains a relationship with mainstream profs? #ldcop15 #toobigtofail
Wed Jun 17 2:20:45 PDT 2015

vishalicious
@dmarsden49 @TraceyPockett less online training and more hands on training
#ldcop15 #LDWeek15

vishalicious
"Healthcare services are deliberately inhuman bureaucracies" #LDWeek15 #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 2:24:10 PDT 2015

vishalicious
"We need to make health services more human to make commitments to people with LD" #ldcop15 #LDWeek15

kandmldcop
@Vishalicious @dmarsden49 @TraceyPockett does e-learning encourage 'human' care provision? #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 2:26:42 PDT 2015

traceypockett
Discussions about staffing levels, appropriate training and the importance of support workers - reasonable adjustments #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 2:30:46 PDT 2015

vishalicious
@showmetheaccess @kandmldcop reminds me of this ~> 
Wed Jun 17 2:36:05 PDT 2015

kandmldcop
RT @Vishalicious: @showmetheaccess @kandmldcop reminds me of this ~> 
Wed Jun 17 2:50:50 PDT 2015

rebeccacrossle2
#ldcop15 #LDWeek15 off with a flying start @JamesPagetNHS http://t.co/YqT4AI3aDk
Wed Jun 17 2:52:41 PDT 2015

kandmldcop
@FPLD_Tweets sharing national findings of #iapt #ldcop15 http://t.co/Ci9qHTOXzG
traceypockett

Promoting Access to mainstream psychological services for all: including people with mild to moderate learning disabilities #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 2:53:42 PDT 2015

kandmldcop

RT @RebeccaCrossle2: #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 off with a flying start @JamesPageNHS http://t.co/YqT4A3aDk
Wed Jun 17 2:53:54 PDT 2015

jamespagetnhs

RT @RebeccaCrossle2: #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 off with a flying start @JamesPageNHS http://t.co/YqT4A3aDk
Wed Jun 17 2:54:12 PDT 2015

kandmldcop

RT @TraceyPockett: Promoting Access to mainstream psychological services for all: including people with mild to moderate learning disabilit…
Wed Jun 17 2:54:14 PDT 2015

kandmldcop

@showmetheaccess @Vishalicious don't forget the hashtag if you want to join the conversation #ldcop15

kandmldcop

#ldcop15 https://t.co/7D40aa18QB
Wed Jun 17 2:56:31 PDT 2015

kandmldcop

#ldcop15 https://t.co/8NGdZAfjSX
Wed Jun 17 2:56:53 PDT 2015

kandmldcop

Jill Davis @FPLD_Tweets welcome! what is IAPT? How can people with LD access this service? Question is being answered #ldcop15 #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 2:56:59 PDT 2015

kandmldcop

#ldcop15 https://t.co/Ndg58ZLMhM
Wed Jun 17 2:57:08 PDT 2015

chrishattoncedr

#ldcop15 IAPT: cognitive behaviour therapy for the masses - case made that IAPT should get people back to work faster.
Wed Jun 17 2:57:12 PDT 2015

kandmldcop

#ldcop15 https://t.co/Ce8AdkrdsW
Wed Jun 17 2:57:26 PDT 2015

kandmldcop

#ldcop15 https://t.co/56OEuhwXmx
Wed Jun 17 2:57:42 PDT 2015

kandmldcop

RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 IAPT: cognitive behaviour therapy for the masses - case made that IAPT should get people back to work faster.
Wed Jun 17 2:58:21 PDT 2015

georgematuska

@GuilfordHeike talking about #StC and +ve working in #LD going every where #ldcop15 #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 2:59:04 PDT 2015
chrishattoncedr  

#ldcop15 IAPT big! 5000 therapists, well over 1 million people seen since start in 2008.  

dmarsden49  

@chrishattoncedr does MCA & Reasonable adjustments cause delays in the system & what delays are appropriate? #ldcop15  
Wed Jun 17 3:00:22 PDT 2015

georgematuska  

@GuilfordHeike starting her presentation title “building connection” #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 http://t.co/YRfPBc5jsF  
Wed Jun 17 3:00:23 PDT 2015

kandmldcop  

RT @GeorgeMatuska: @GuilfordHeike talking about #StC and +ve working in #LD going every where #ldcop15 #LDWeek15  
Wed Jun 17 3:01:01 PDT 2015

kandmldcop  

RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 IAPT big! 5000 therapists, well over 1 million people seen since start in 2008.  
Wed Jun 17 3:01:06 PDT 2015

crishattoncedr  

Deborah Chinn report on people with learning disabilities & IAPT. IAPT services do see people with LD, but no systemic adjustments  
Wed Jun 17 3:03:31 PDT 2015

crishattoncedr  

#ldcop15 Need good connections between IAPT & LD staff, experiences of working with people with LD, longer/more sessions, involving carers.  
Wed Jun 17 3:04:52 PDT 2015

crishattoncedr  

#ldcop15 Deborah Chinn report on people with learning disabilities & IAPT. IAPT services do see people with LD, but no systemic adjustments  
Wed Jun 17 3:03:31 PDT 2015

crishattoncedr  

#ldcop15 Need good connections between IAPT & LD staff, experiences of working with people with LD, longer/more sessions, involving carers.  
Wed Jun 17 3:04:52 PDT 2015

traceypockett  

@FPLD_Tweets excellent presentation on adjustments made & benefits of IAPT & people with LD "how to break down barriers" #ldcop15 #LDWeek15  
Wed Jun 17 3:06:06 PDT 2015
traceypockett
RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 IAPT big! 5000 therapists, well over 1 million people seen since start in 2008.
Wed Jun 17 3:06:59 PDT 2015

chrishattoncedr
#ldcop15 FPLD project to improve IAPT for people with LD. Joint care pathways, flagging in IAPT datasets, training of IAPT staff by LD staff
Wed Jun 17 3:07:00 PDT 2015

weldnurses
Interesting conversations coming out of the @kandmldcop event on reasonable adjustments today. Use #ldcop15 to join in.
Wed Jun 17 3:07:44 PDT 2015

weldnurses
RT @TraceyPockett: @FPLD_Tweets excellent presentation on adjustments made & benefits of IAPT & people with LD "how to break down barriers"...
Wed Jun 17 3:08:27 PDT 2015

weldnurses
RT @kandmldcop: #ldcop15 new #saf data shows #ldnurse work in hospitals around the country #LDWeek15 http://t.co/4XFeOP2IPz
Wed Jun 17 3:08:47 PDT 2015

vishalicious
RT @WeLDnurses: Interesting conversations coming out of the @kandmldcop event on reasonable adjustments today. Use #ldcop15 to join in.
Wed Jun 17 3:08:50 PDT 2015

vishalicious
RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 FPLD project to improve IAPT for people with LD. Joint care pathways, flagging in IAPT datasets, training of …
Wed Jun 17 3:08:54 PDT 2015

vishalicious
RT @TraceyPockett: @FPLD_Tweets excellent presentation on adjustments made & benefits of IAPT & people with LD "how to break down barriers"...
Wed Jun 17 3:08:59 PDT 2015

gceorgematuska
Delegates thinking about opportunity presented by every days issues at #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 with @GuilfordHeike http://t.co/gbNPsRfIia
Wed Jun 17 3:09:13 PDT 2015

vishalicious
RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 Need good connections between IAPT & LD staff, experiences of working with people with LD, longer/more sessio…
Wed Jun 17 3:09:13 PDT 2015

dmarsden49
is easy read information all its cracked up to be? isn't it about those that know how make & use it with people? #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 3:11:54 PDT 2015

chrishattoncedr
#ldcop15 Good joint working in some areas, need clear IAPT statement of inclusion, going to update IAPT LD guidance.
Wed Jun 17 3:12:28 PDT 2015

needmorecourage
RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 Deborah Chinn report on people with learning disabilities & IAPT. IAPT services do see people with LD, but no…
Wed Jun 17 3:12:42 PDT 2015
RT @dmarsden49: is easy read information all its cracked up to be? isn't it about those that know how make & use it with people? #ldcop15

RT @christattoncedr: #ldcop15 Need good connections between IAPT & LD staff, experiences of working with people with LD, longer/more sessio...
Wed Jun 17 3:15:24 PDT 2015

Challenges for access to #iapt for people with learning disabilities in kent being discussed #ldcop15

RT @christattoncedr: #ldcop15 FPLD project to improve IAPT for people with LD. Joint care pathways, flagging in IAPT datasets, training of …
Wed Jun 17 3:16:30 PDT 2015

@showmetheaccess perhaps you could send us some information to kandmldcop@gmail.com #ldcop15 for the blog? https://t.co/PuJvurtzJI

RT @christattoncedr: #ldcop15 Good joint working in some areas, need clear IAPT statement of inclusion, going to update IAPT LD guidance.

#ldcop15 Prof Kim Manley up next, talking about transforming urgent and emergency care (including for people with learning disabilities).

@Kimmanley8 sharing how #pwld access emergency care in kent. With @ekhuft @ECPD3 @HE_KSS #ldcop15 http://t.co/OiVWob0JPU

Transforming urgent & emergency care together. how this could be achieved using a whole system approach #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 #barriers

#ldcop15 People with learning disabilities more likely to use A&E across Kent & Surrey - also areas with relatively low health check uptake

@kentgardener sharing @NHSKentCHFT work with @EKHUFT 2 prevent admissions 2 acute hospitals during #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 http://t.co/45qW2uphem
Wed Jun 17 3:26:09 PDT 2015

RT @christattoncedr: #ldcop15 People with learning disabilities more likely to use A&E across Kent & Surrey - also areas with relatively lo...
Wed Jun 17 3:26:21 PDT 2015

RT @GeorgeMatuska: @kentgardener sharing @NHSKentCHFT work with @EKHUFT 2 prevent admissions 2 acute hospitals during #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 ht...
People with learning disabilities more likely to use A&E across Kent & Surrey - also areas with relatively lo...

Wed Jun 17 3:27:10 PDT 2015

Promoting Access to mainstream psychological services for all: including people with mild to moderate learning disabilit...


"People with LD are invisible in hospitals" #ldcop #LDWeek15


is easy read information all its cracked up to be? isn't it about those that know how make & use it with people? #ldcop15


People with learning disabilities more likely to use A&E across Kent & Surrey - also areas with relatively lo...


Prof Kim Manley up next, talking about transforming urgent and emergency care (including for people with lear...

Wed Jun 17 3:30:52 PDT 2015

@chrishattoncedr @EKbeautifulinfo & I are working on a paper relating to #pwld use @EKHUFT of services. Could you help us? #ldcop15


Emergency care part of a complex system in terms of workforce and systems! http://t.co/6xTH2isFwX


If I can be helpful, absolutely #ldcop15

Wed Jun 17 3:34:05 PDT 2015

Need: 1) Whole systems approach 2) Better investment health, social care, communities 3) Better signposting of services for public

Wed Jun 17 3:36:13 PDT 2015

explaining the urgent care report available at https://t.co/2FxVOlKKdj #ldcop15

Wed Jun 17 3:37:05 PDT 2015

RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 Need: 1) Whole systems approach 2) Better investment health, social care, communities 3) Better signposting o...


Promoting Access to mainstream psychological services for all: including people with mild to moderate learning disabilit...

Wed Jun 17 3:38:17 PDT 2015
@Kimmanley8 recommending clinical systems leaders including consultant practitioners #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 3:38:34 PDT 2015

RT @RebeccaCrossle2: #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 off with a flying start @JamesPageNHS http://t.co/YqT4A13aDk

Ronnie Treston presents "working together to develop a training needs analysis" #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 #expert

#ldcop15 Ronnie Treston. Developing training needs analysis for East Kent hospitals. The Patient Experience Team.

Learnt a lot today already from Ronnie - patient expert presents at #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 http://t.co/fNA7nTKRt
Wed Jun 17 3:43:54 PDT 2015

RT @TraceyPockett: Learnt a lot today already from Ronnie - patient expert presents at #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 http://t.co/fNA7nTKRt
Wed Jun 17 3:44:37 PDT 2015

#ldcop15 Three people in team - cover Kent. Have trained nurses, doctors, healthcare assistants. Use evidence & personal experiences.
Wed Jun 17 3:45:05 PDT 2015

Ronnie patient experience expert explains why he does what he does as a representative for people with LD #inclusion #ldcop15 #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 3:45:45 PDT 2015

#ldcop15 Why do it? Don't want the experiences in Death By Indifference (and since) to happen to anyone with learning disabilities in Kent.
Wed Jun 17 3:46:31 PDT 2015

RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 Three people in team - cover Kent. Have trained nurses, doctors, healthcare assistants. Use evidence & person...

RT @kandmldcop: Ronnie patient experience expert explains why he does what he does as a representative for people with LD #inclusion #ldcop...

RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 People with learning disabilities more likely to use A&E across Kent & Surrey - also areas with relatively lo...

RT @dmarsden49: is easy read information all its cracked up to be? isn't it about those that know how make & use it with people? #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 3:47:01 PDT 2015
RT @WeLDnurses: Interesting conversations coming out of the @kandmldcop event on reasonable adjustments today. Use #ldcop15 to join in.

chrishattoncedr
#ldcop15 Excellent phrase for the opposite of Easy Read - "doctor written".

chrishattoncedr

chrishattoncedr
#ldcop15 Example - communication book in every hospital dept (depts find it useful beyond people with learning disabilities too).
Wed Jun 17 3:54:47 PDT 2015

chrishattoncedr
#ldcop15 Now paid for expertise, big gains in confidence, continuous feedback to help improve service further.

guilfordheike
RT @GeorgeMatuska: Delegates thinking about opportunity presented by every days issues at #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 with @GuilfordHeike http://t.co…
Wed Jun 17 3:56:37 PDT 2015

guilfordheike
RT @GeorgeMatuska: @GuilfordHeike starting her presentation title "building connection" #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 http://t.co/YRfPBc5jsF
Wed Jun 17 3:56:42 PDT 2015

guilfordheike
RT @GeorgeMatuska: @GuilfordHeike talking about #StC and +ve working in #LD going every where #ldcop15 #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 3:56:49 PDT 2015

kandmldcop
RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 Now paid for expertise, big gains in confidence, continuous feedback to help improve service further.
Wed Jun 17 3:59:06 PDT 2015

kandmldcop
RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 Example - communication book in every hospital dept (depts find it useful beyond people with learning disabil…
Wed Jun 17 3:59:10 PDT 2015

kandmldcop
RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 Why do it? Don't want the experiences in Death By Indifference (and since) to happen to anyone with learning …

kandmldcop
RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 Need: 1) Whole systems approach 2) Better investment health, social care, communities 3) Better signposting o…

kandmldcop
RT @GeorgeMatuska: @kentgardener sharing @NHSKentCHFT work with @EKHUFT 2 prevent admissions 2 acute hospitals during #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 ht…
The team is working to a meaty action plan [link]

There is strong evidence that hospitals are not routinely meeting the health needs of people with a LD [link] [tag]

Top Influencers of #ldcop15: @chrishattoncedr @kandmldcop @traceypockett @vishalicious
Real-time Analytics: [link]

Great set of reflective questions to finish off the presentation [link]

Excellent phrase for the opposite of Easy Read - "doctor written".

Learning more about possibilities for paid employment for people with learning (dis)abilities #ldcop15

Bright futures presentation at #ldcop15 on meaningful paid employment #LDWeek15 [link]

"Getting PWLD into paid employment by making reasonable adjustments can improve well being for them and their carers". #ldcop15 #LDWeek15

Excellent phrase for the opposite of Easy Read - "doctor written".

Learning disability doesn't mean inability!! #LDWeek15 #ldcop15

RT @healthhashtags: Top Influencers of #ldcop15: @chrishattoncedr @kandmldcop @traceypockett @vishalicious Real-time Analytics: [link]

Learning more about possibilities for paid employment for people with learning (dis)abilities #ldcop15

Getting PWLD into paid employment by making reasonable adjustments can improve well being for them and their carers". #ldcop15 #LDWeek15

Excellent phrase for the opposite of Easy Read - "doctor written".
chrishattoncedr

#ldcop15 Catherine Epps and Hans Holden. Five good communication standards.
Wed Jun 17 4:16:17 PDT 2015

kandmldcop

@NHSKentCHFT Catherine epps & Hannah Holden sharing the 5 good communication standards #ldcop15 http://t.co/8Ye012s0aH
Wed Jun 17 4:17:19 PDT 2015

kandmldcop

RT @healthhashtags: Top Influencers of #ldcop15: @chrishattoncedr @kandmldcop @traceypockett @vishalicious Real-time Analytics: http://t.co…
Wed Jun 17 4:17:53 PDT 2015

traceypockett

Reasonable adjustments and the 5 good communication standards presented by SALT experts @CEST_KCHFT #inclusion #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 #safe
Wed Jun 17 4:18:20 PDT 2015

chrishattoncedr

#ldcop15 Standards from Royal College Speech & Language Therapists. Full document available here http://t.co/dqfidnJgXn
Wed Jun 17 4:19:26 PDT 2015

traceypockett

Give me 5 campaign in Kent - supports communication. Embraces reasonable adjustments #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 @CEST_KCHFT @NHSKentCHFT
Wed Jun 17 4:24:07 PDT 2015

chrishattoncedr

#ldcop15 Standard 1: Detailed description of how best to communicate with me.
Wed Jun 17 4:26:04 PDT 2015

traceypockett

Anticipatory planning is key to support good quality care #fundamental #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 #giveme5
Wed Jun 17 4:26:53 PDT 2015

chrishattoncedr

#ldcop15 Standard 2: Services demonstrate how they support people with communication skills to be involved in decisions about their support

kandmldcop

Individuals need to be involved in their care - communication ensures choices and empowerment #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 #SALT #value

chrishattoncedr

#ldcop15 Standard 3: Staff value & competently use best approaches to communication with each person they support.
Wed Jun 17 4:29:02 PDT 2015

kandmldcop

RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 Standard 2: Services demonstrate how they support people with communication skills to be involved in decision…
Wed Jun 17 4:29:09 PDT 2015

kandmldcop

RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 Standards from Royal College Speech & Language Therapists. Full document available here http://t.co/dqfidnJgXn
Wed Jun 17 4:29:20 PDT 2015
Use communication to build good relationships #individual #ldcop15 #LDWeek15
http://t.co/WVYjySUJkF
Wed Jun 17 4:30:47 PDT 2015

RT @Vishalicious: @Autism @mencap_charity learning disability doesn't mean inability!! #LDWeek15 #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 4:30:57 PDT 2015

RT @TraceyPockett: Reasonable adjustments and the 5 good communication standards presented by SALT experts @CEST_KCHFT #inclusion #ldcop15 ...
Wed Jun 17 4:32:46 PDT 2015

RT @TraceyPockett: Anticipatory planning is key to support good quality care #fundamental #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 #giveme5
Wed Jun 17 4:32:57 PDT 2015

#ldcop15 Standard 4: Services create opportunities, relationships & environments that make individuals want to communicate.
Wed Jun 17 4:33:19 PDT 2015

@TraceyPockett anticipation is vital for good coordinated care & requires the clinical systems leadership @Kimmanley8 talked of #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 4:35:39 PDT 2015

Choice making and decision making is for everyone! #absolutely #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 #planning
Wed Jun 17 4:36:03 PDT 2015

#ldcop15 Standard 5: Individuals are supported to communicate about health care (I missed the exact wording of this one!)
Wed Jun 17 4:36:15 PDT 2015

RT @Vishalicious: @Autism @mencap_charity learning disability doesn't mean inability!! #LDWeek15 #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 4:37:00 PDT 2015

Easy read is about personalisation #empowerment #access #communication #individual #ldcop15 #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 4:37:41 PDT 2015

@NHS_HS being referenced relating to good communication to facilitate access. #ldcop15

RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 Standard 5: Individuals are supported to communicate about health care (I missed the exact wording of this on...
Wed Jun 17 4:38:41 PDT 2015

RT @dmarsden49: @TraceyPockett anticipation is vital for good coordinated care & requires the clinical systems leadership @Kimmanley8 talke...
Wed Jun 17 4:39:40 PDT 2015
showmetheaccess  RT @dmarsden49: @TraceyPockett anticipation is vital for good coordinated care & requires the clinical systems leadership @Kimmanley8 talk…  
Wed Jun 17 4:40:15 PDT 2015

kandmldcop  @NHSKentCHFT #giveme5 communication standards website available at http://t.co/sXj7KciwHQ #ldcop15  
Wed Jun 17 4:40:28 PDT 2015

chrishattoncedr  Lots of great reasonable adjustments at #ldcop15 Please contact @ihal_talk if you want to add them to our database https://t.co/cs3OSnWGdR  
Wed Jun 17 4:41:05 PDT 2015

kandmldcop  RT @chrishattoncedr: Lots of great reasonable adjustments at #ldcop15 Please contact @ihal_talk if you want to add them to our database htt…  
Wed Jun 17 4:42:00 PDT 2015

needmorecourage  RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 Standards from Royal College Speech & Language Therapists. Full document available here http://t.co/dqfidnJgXn  
Wed Jun 17 4:42:03 PDT 2015

creativecare2  RT @Vishalicious: @Autism @mencap_charity learning disability doesn't mean inability!! #LDWeek15 #ldcop15  

needmorecourage  RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 Standard 3: Staff value & competently use best approaches to communication with each person they support.  
Wed Jun 17 4:43:57 PDT 2015

needmorecourage  RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 Standard 4: Services create opportunities, relationships & environments that make individuals want to communi…  
Wed Jun 17 4:44:58 PDT 2015

traceypockett  Communication is everyone’s business - improving standards, improving care #ldcop15 #LDWeek15  
Wed Jun 17 4:46:01 PDT 2015

needmorecourage  RT @chrishattoncedr: Lots of great reasonable adjustments at #ldcop15 Please contact @ihal_talk if you want to add them to our database htt…  
Wed Jun 17 4:48:31 PDT 2015

dmarsden49  @GeorgeMatuska #IDHEKSS hannah holden identifying the challenges of engaging independant providers. could @KentCBN help? #ldcop15  

kandmldcop  RT @TraceyPockett: Communication is everyone's business - improving standards, improving care #ldcop15 #LDWeek15  

fpld_tweets  RT @chrishattoncedr: In Chatham today for @kandmldcop event on reasonable adjustments. Me excepted, there are people actually doing good st…  
Wed Jun 17 4:54:00 PDT 2015
RT @TraceyPockett: Communication is everyone's business - improving standards, improving care #ldcop15 #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 4:54:33 PDT 2015

s_j_cooper
RT @Vishalicious: @Autism @mencap_charity learning disability doesn't mean inability!! #LDWeek15 #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 4:54:51 PDT 2015

fpld_tweets
RT @kandmldcop: Jill Davis @FPLD_Tweets welcome! what is IAPT? How can people with LD access this service? Question is being answered #l…
Wed Jun 17 4:56:38 PDT 2015

fpld_tweets
RT @TraceyPockett: @FPLD_Tweets excellent presentation on adjustments made & benefits of IAPT & people with LD "how to break down barriers"…
Wed Jun 17 4:57:11 PDT 2015

ashleighsmith30
RT @Vishalicious: @Autism @mencap_charity learning disability doesn't mean inability!! #LDWeek15 #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 4:57:16 PDT 2015

lothianccl
RT @Vishalicious: @Autism @mencap_charity learning disability doesn't mean inability!! #LDWeek15 #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 5:17:18 PDT 2015

showmetheaccess
RT @chrishattoncedr: Lots of great reasonable adjustments at #ldcop15 Please contact @ihal_talk if you want to add them to our database htt…
Wed Jun 17 5:54:19 PDT 2015

kandmldcop
#ldcop15 @kentgardener sharing experiences of people with learning disabilities who repeatedly admit in East kent. http://t.co/HuhoVrmF7e

dmarsden49
#ldcop15 https://t.co/K5cHk1aiSk
Wed Jun 17 5:56:52 PDT 2015

georgematuska
@FPLD_Tweets Jill Davies IAPT presentation #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 http://t.co/R6ThdcJ7WR
Wed Jun 17 6:00:04 PDT 2015

healthhashtags
Today's Healthcare Conferences: #GATASM15 #MEDITECHNurses #LDCOP15 #careact2014 #mentor4dads http://t.co/N93oeYrPzA #hcsm
Wed Jun 17 6:00:22 PDT 2015

amo_purple
RT @Vishalicious: @Autism @mencap_charity learning disability doesn't mean inability!! #LDWeek15 #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 6:04:36 PDT 2015

kandmldcop
#ldcop15 #LDWeek @kentgardener sharing the learning disability repeated admission pathway http://t.co/qbs17Ojvc3
Wed Jun 17 6:09:53 PDT 2015

lothianccl
@FPLD_Tweets Jill Davies IAPT presentation #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 http://t.co/R6ThdcJ7WR
Wed Jun 17 6:00:04 PDT 2015

healthhashtags
Today's Healthcare Conferences: #GATASM15 #MEDITECHNurses #LDCOP15 #careact2014 #mentor4dads http://t.co/N93oeYrPzA #hcsm
Wed Jun 17 6:00:22 PDT 2015

amo_purple
RT @Vishalicious: @Autism @mencap_charity learning disability doesn't mean inability!! #LDWeek15 #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 6:04:36 PDT 2015

kandmldcop
#ldcop15 #LDWeek @kentgardener sharing the learning disability repeated admission pathway http://t.co/qbs17Ojvc3
Wed Jun 17 6:09:53 PDT 2015
@chunta2008 asking a questions about how kent uptake of annual health checks might be related to repeated emergency admissions #ldcop15

RT @GeorgeMatuska: @FPLD_Tweets Jill Davies IAPT presentation #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 http://t.co/R6ThdcJ7WR

RT @RebeccaCrossle2: #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 off with a flying start @JamesPageNHS http://t.co/YqT4Al3aDk

@EKHUFT @CanterburyCCUni Kim Manley - How can the urgent care report transform the health economy #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 http://t.co/ypB7aQ01D2
Wed Jun 17 6:25:03 PDT 2015

RT @GeorgeMatuska: @EKHUFT @CanterburyCCUni Kim Manley - How can the urgent care report transform the health economy #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 htt…
Wed Jun 17 6:26:47 PDT 2015

Sure very true :-) #LDWeek15 #ldcop15 https://t.co/Sdv7CCopjX
Wed Jun 17 6:34:22 PDT 2015

RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 People with learning disabilities more likely to use A&E across Kent & Surrey - also areas with relatively lo…
Wed Jun 17 6:37:06 PDT 2015

RT @TraceyPockett: Communication is everyone's business - improving standards, improving care #ldcop15 #LDWeek15

RT @chrishattoncedr: Lots of great reasonable adjustments at #ldcop15 Please contact @ihal_talk if you want to add them to our database htt…

RT @Vishalicious: @Autism @mencap_charity learning disability doesn't mean inability!! #LDWeek15 #ldcop15

RT @dmarsden49: is easy read information all its cracked up to be? isn't it about those that know how make & use it with people? #ldcop15

RT @TraceyPockett: Promoting Access to mainstream psychological services for all: including people with mild to moderate learning disabilit…
Wed Jun 17 6:38:22 PDT 2015

RT @TraceyPockett: There is strong evidence that hospitals are not routinely meeting the health needs of people with a LD @hal_talk #LDWee…
Wed Jun 17 6:38:32 PDT 2015
@EKHUFT Ronnie Treston presenting on working together to develop training 4 staff in acute trust #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 http://t.co/4TLJr0D8sY
Wed Jun 17 6:56:04 PDT 2015

Ronnie Treston in full flow about his work as a expert trainer #ldcop15 http://t.co/SSMFNyobor

@chunta2008 don't forget the #ldcop15 hashtag!

@chunta2008 how might this information be collected? #ldcop15

RT @RebeccaCrossle2: #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 off with a flying start @JamesPagetNHS http://t.co/YqT4AI3aDk
Wed Jun 17 7:01:49 PDT 2015

RT @dmarsden49: #ldcop15 https://t.co/K5cHk1aiSk
Wed Jun 17 7:10:07 PDT 2015

RT @kandmldcop: Ronnie Treston in full flow about his work as a expert trainer #ldcop15 http://t.co/SSMFNyobor
Wed Jun 17 7:16:31 PDT 2015

RT @GeorgeMatuska: @EKHUFT Ronnie Treston presenting on working together to develop training 4 staff in acute trust #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 http…
Wed Jun 17 7:16:39 PDT 2015

RT @TravelingwithMS: Sure very true :-) #LDWeek15 #ldcop15 https://t.co/Sdv7CCopjX
Wed Jun 17 7:16:46 PDT 2015

RT @TraceyPockett: Easy read is about personalisation #empowerment #access #communication #individual #ldcop15 #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 7:17:06 PDT 2015

RT @chrishattoncedr: #ldcop15 Standard 5: Individuals are supported to communicate about health care (I missed the exact wording of this on…
Wed Jun 17 7:17:10 PDT 2015

RT @TraceyPockett: "Anticipatory planning is key to support good quality care #fundamental #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 #giveme5"
Wed Jun 17 7:17:39 PDT 2015

@NHSKentCHFT Catherine Epps & Hana Holden presenting the five good communication standards #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 http://t.co/TKWPcbno5h
Wed Jun 17 7:21:07 PDT 2015
chunta2008

@kandmldcop #ldcop15 collaborative research
Wed Jun 17 7:21:32 PDT 2015

ihal_talk

RT @chrishattoncedr: Lots of great reasonable adjustments at #ldcop15 Please contact @ihal_talk if you want to add them to our database htt...

kandmldcop

@ekhuft #ldcop15 #ldweek15 good to see Bright Futures example as national best practice @nhsemployers https://t.co/z3Uxv3sxKV via
Wed Jun 17 7:24:06 PDT 2015

kandmldcop

@chunta2008 good idea. Do you know anyone who'd be interested in doing a piece of work like this?#ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 7:26:40 PDT 2015

elinsilveous

RT @healthhashtags: Today's Healthcare Conferences: #GATASM15 #MEDITECHNurses #LDCOP15 #careact2014 #mentor4dads http://t.co/N93oeYrPzA #hc...
Wed Jun 17 7:28:01 PDT 2015

fpld_tweets

Fantastic day in Chatham for #ldcop15. Heard some great presentations and people were really interested in our IAPT work.
Wed Jun 17 7:58:42 PDT 2015

martin2sam

RT @chrishattoncedr: Lots of great reasonable adjustments at #ldcop15 Please contact @ihal_talk if you want to add them to our database htt...
Wed Jun 17 8:00:32 PDT 2015

kandmldcop

@SkillnetGroup Parent action group sharing there work to the whole group #ldcop15 http://t.co/Yz2RSK1tPR
Wed Jun 17 8:03:45 PDT 2015

chrishattoncedr

@FPLD_Tweets Really enjoyed your workshop Jill, and meeting up again #ldcop15
Wed Jun 17 8:05:11 PDT 2015

drivenbyhealth1

RT @TraceyPockett: Learnt a lot today already from Ronnie - patient expert presents at #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 http://t.co/fNA7nTKRt
Wed Jun 17 8:31:56 PDT 2015

heksscypl

RT @GeorgeMatuska: @EKHUFT @CanterburyCCUni Kim Manley - How can the urgent care report transform the health economy #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 htt...
Wed Jun 17 8:43:02 PDT 2015

heksscypl

RT @TraceyPockett: What will it take for a person with learning disabilities to receive health care in a timely way? Good question #barrier...
Wed Jun 17 8:43:28 PDT 2015

georgematuska

RT @kandmldcop: @SkillnetGroup Parent action group sharing there work to the whole group #ldcop15 http://t.co/Yz2RSK1tPR
Wed Jun 17 8:54:35 PDT 2015
georgematuska  
RT @FPLD_Tweets: Fantastic day in Chatham for #ldcop15. Heard some great presentations and people were really interested in our IAPT work. 
Wed Jun 17 8:54:49 PDT 2015

eloise85smith  
RT @kandmldcop: @SkillnetGroup Parent action group sharing there work to the whole group #ldcop15 http://t.co/Yz2RSK1IPR 
Wed Jun 17 9:01:07 PDT 2015

eoloise85smith  
RT @kandmldcop: #ldcop15 new #saf data shows #ldnurse work in hospitals around the country #LDWeek15 http://t.co/4XFeOP2IPz 
Wed Jun 17 9:02:12 PDT 2015

eoloise85smith  
RT @kandmldcop: @chunta2008 good idea. Do you know anyone who'd be interested in doing a piece of work like this?#ldcop15 
Wed Jun 17 9:03:01 PDT 2015

traceypockett  
@RebeccaCrossle2 @NHSKentCHFT @CEST_KCHFT @mencap_charity epic event #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 http://t.co/hZUVQcWo89 

rebeccacrosle2  
RT @TraceyPockett: @RebeccaCrossle2 @NHSKentCHFT @CEST_KCHFT @mencap_charity epic event #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 http://t.co/hZUVQcWo89 
Wed Jun 17 9:34:15 PDT 2015

goisocial  
RT @TraceyPockett: @RebeccaCrossle2 @NHSKentCHFT @CEST_KCHFT @mencap_charity epic event #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 http://t.co/hZUVQcWo89 
Wed Jun 17 9:34:15 PDT 2015

kandmldcop  
#LDWeek15 #ldcop15 challenged at 8am by @RebeccaCrossle2 for a picture! Thanks to @TraceyPockett & all participants! http://t.co/RhrDuTVDD3 

vishalicious  
RT @FPLD_Tweets: Fantastic day in Chatham for #ldcop15. Heard some great presentations and people were really interested in our IAPT work. 

rebeccacrosle2  
RT @kandmldcop: #LDWeek15 #ldcop15 challenged at 8am by @RebeccaCrossle2 for a picture! Thanks to @TraceyPockett & all participants! http:/… 
Wed Jun 17 9:52:40 PDT 2015

martin2sam  
RT @kandmldcop: #LDWeek15 #ldcop15 challenged at 8am by @RebeccaCrossle2 for a picture! Thanks to @TraceyPockett & all participants! http:/… 

rebeccacrosle2  
@kandmldcop @TraceyPockett it an awesome picture too!!! #ldcop15 #LDWeek15 keep it going we now have essex @sarahldnurse getting pics 
Wed Jun 17 9:54:58 PDT 2015

georgematuska  
@dmarsden49 @KentCBN #IDHEKSS #ldcop15 brilliant thank you 
Thank you @kandmldcop learned loads today. Brilliant day! #ldcop15 #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 10:30:10 PDT 2015

RT @dmarsden49: @GeorgeMatuska #DHEKSS hannah holden identifying the challenges of engaging independant providers. could @KentCBN help? #i...
Wed Jun 17 10:38:17 PDT 2015

RT @kandmldcop: #LDWeek15 #ldcop15 challenged at 8am by @RebeccaCrossle2 for a picture! Thanks to @TraceyPockett & all participants! http:/...

RT @GuilfordHeike: Thank you @kandmldcop learned loads today. Brilliant day!
#ldcop15 #LDWeek15
Wed Jun 17 10:54:58 PDT 2015

#ldcop15 transcript of today's conference along with other interesting facts available at via @healthhashtags http://t.co/OKQeFhafSk
Wed Jun 17 11:05:20 PDT 2015